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Alcoholic Beverages 

September 11, 2012 

 

In our previous column from 2011/07/14, we introduced the import clearance statistics of 

alcohol in 2010. The overall import volume of alcohol in 2010 was a year on year increase 

of 15%, while the price grew 4%. This issue will first introduce the clearance statistics of 

2011. Next, it will discuss the import trends on an item basis, and finally introduce the 

brand ranking. 

 

First, the clearance statistics of alcohol in 2011 is as the following. Volume rose 20.8% 

year on year, and value rose 8.2%. This was a significant growth from the previous year. 

The greatest contributor for this rise was Korean alcohol. Looking at the imports from 

Korea, beer was 8.7 times greater than the previous year. Low-malt beer rose 42%, "apple 

alcohol, mead (and other fermented liquor)" that is included in makgeolli made an 

astonishing growth of 58%. The Korean boom in Japan has reached the alcohol market. 

Imported alcohol is also making good progress in 2012 . 
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The characteristic of imported alcohol has a high percentage in the business use market. 

Imported beer, which has a high demand for business use is especially growing. Ever 

since 3.11 Great East Japan Earthquake, people started to drink at home. Imported beer 

maintained its number during this trend, and made further growth because more people 

came to know about the unique characteristics of imported beer that is represented by 

Belgium beer. The greatest import volume of alcohol in 2011 was wine. The volume of 

clearance increased to 8% exceeding last year's 5%. 

 

Wine is steadily spreading within the alcohol market. Although it is not on the graph, 

Chile "bulk wine" rose 7% year on year to 9.99 million liters. While large quantity 

products such as BIB (Bag in Box) is growing, 2~150 liter wine rose 21%, showing how it 

is becoming part of the consumer's daily life. 

 

Whiskey market started to grow from 2009 and it is steadily expanding. The "highball" 

boom was hauled by domestic whiskey, but low price imported whiskey was influenced by 

this, and import increased in 2012 for products such as standard scotch. Hard liqueur 

was stagnant during 2010, but it began to increase from 2011. Jin, vodka, and liqueur 

made a double-digit growth, and rum rose nearly 10%. 

 

Wine: Volume and value increase of still wine in 2011 from 6 countries 
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On a country basis, Chile, which made a significant growth in 2010 of 23%, also made 

growth of 13%. On the other hand, within the top 10 countries, the countries that 

exceeded the number of the previous year were Italy (14%), Spain (16%), and Germany 

(20%). While France dropped 3% year on year, it recovered to an increase of 7% in 2011. 

 

Within the New World, South Africa dropped greatly by 40% as a backlash of the World 

Cup that took place the previous year. Also, Australia made a double digit drop, same as 

the previous year. But for Australia, products such as "Tatiara" where it is imported to by 

bulk and bottled in Japan are not counted. By adding the import volume of bulk wine 

imported from Australia, which was 17 times greater than the previous year, the volume 

dropped about 4%, and it could be said that the market itself did not make a drastic 

reduction in size. Also, looking at the CIF price, Australia and New Zealand are the only 

two countries that rose. While the market size is small, New Zealand has the highest CIF 

price. Although the growth rate did not exceed the one last year, it still made a 5% 

increase. 

 

The US also made a growth of 18% in imported volume of bulk wine. Products bottled in 

Japan using imported bulk wine are expanding its sales. 

 

Beaujolais Nouveau, which is highly competitive in pricing, finally went under 500 yen. 

Air cargo of French wine (under 2 liters) in November was 590,000 C/S converting by 9 

liters. On a volume basis, it went above last year's 550,000 C/S, but CIF price per liter 

dropped 7% from the previous year to 734 yen. Also, the price-lowering trend advanced 

further by a 20% drop from the previous year. As for pet bottles, Beaujolais Nouveau 

Committee has been working against this by promoting "glass bottles that are equivalent 

to its quality", but this was not achieved last year. As for the low price competition, they 

are showing lament that "it is unfortunate that our product is being used to tout." But it 

is true that the low price of Beaujolais Nouveau contributed the increase in volume. 

 

Nine countries out of Top 10 of sparkling wine made a double-digit growth from the 

previous year. In 2011, there were only 3 countries with a double-digit growth. Due to the 

elimination of tariffs and decrease of price caused double-digit growth in Chile and 

Mexico in volume and value. 2010 is the only year that went below the previous year, 

where Italy ranked higher than Spain to 2nd highest with a 14% rise, over 5 million 

liters. The numbers are small, but Portugal ranked 11th, Australia ranked 12th, and 

they both grew 14%. 
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Beer: Korean beer ranking highest in distribution-type PB 

 

In the past, Mexico, Ireland, Australia, Belgium, and Germany were the top countries in 

import clearance statistics for a long time. But in 2011, Korea ranked 1st for the first 

time growing 8.6 times from 2010 exceeding 10 million liters. This is due to AEON 

introducing "Barreal draft beer" to the market. 

 

The imported beer market for the past few years were divided into two types: low price 

products and highly added value product. Most of the low price products are Korean new 

genre/low malt beer made significant growth of 48% in 2011, but the growth rate is 

starting to settle down. On the other hand, highly added value products represented by 

unique beer brands such as Belgium beer, importers are getting together in Tokyo and 

Osaka for a "Belgium Beer Weekend". By holding these events, they are working to 

increase the recognition of this genre. Clearance volume from Belgium in 2011 rose 9%, 

but low malt beer, which includes most of Belgium beer expanded 2.1 times from the 

previous year. 

 

Whiskey: Standard whiskey growing in double-digit 

 

According to the statistics announced by the British Scotch and Whiskey Association 

(2011 January-October), the overall export volume of scotch to Japan increased greatly 

by 62%. Bulk blended malt is the main product, and single malt which was a 20% drop in 

2010 increased 19% in 2011. Bottled blended malt expanded two times. 

On a brand basis, for standard whiskey, Ballantine's, White Horse Fine Old, Johnnie 

Walker Red Label, and Deward's made a double-digit growth. For Bourbon, Four Roses 

and Early Times, and top seller, Jack Daniel's and Canadian Club also made double-digit 

growth. Macallan, which has the highest volume of single malt also made a consecutive 

double-digit growth. 
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Whiskey demand in Japan used to be diluted with water. Currently, it is expanding with 

the spread of highball drunk with meals. Many people are choosing to drink highball 

instead of beer for their first drink. Now that whiskey has become a familiar alcohol, 

there are further possibilities of enjoying whiskey other than highball, letting people 

know about the characteristics that each type possess. 
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